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Teaching His Way
Prayer Requests
*Be praying for Sunny as she
deals with the ups and downs
of emotions, the challenges
of relational communication,
and the pressure to ‘succeed’
in her parents eyes through
prestige and money.
(Pictured below in this
column. This is where we
meet weekly for lunch then
transition to a coffee shop to
study together)

Our Summer Friends are doing great! And so is our staﬀ!! Every year we get more volunteers, most
of them have never been on a trip like this before. And every year we get more experience and
know what to expect. So these days our orientation, info, rules, procedures continue to streamline.
Our Summer Friends get to participate in at least one mercy outreach a summer. My eight got to
visit FuDa Hospital last weekend. This cancer center has patients from all over the world, many of
whom speak English! Many come here as a last resort, they come when their own doctors have
given up. During this visit our group met people both in a stable conditions and very young but in a
lot of pain and close to death. They were able to pray and share, they were a blessing to patients
and they were also encouraged by the way some of the patients, who are believers, were suﬀering
well and had not lost hope.
Pray for Crystal, pictured below on the left. She is one of the sisters living in our fellowship’s
apartment. She has been striving to abide in JC more and more. She is also looking to have deep
and intentional relationships that she has avoided for many years. Ask that she would be bold to
work for them and seek them out when superficiality has been the norm. Also be asking that she
would be able to forgive past hurts and lies that she has been believing since a young age. She
has been justifying sinful/selfish/unfair/and plain hurtful actions of those around her - her words are
that they are ‘acceptable’. But, through our counseling, she is starting to learn how to look at
something that hurt her, validate the feeling it caused, forgive the person (not hold it against them,
or make them ‘pay’ for their mistake), and ask her Father to speak truth into her identity and give
her a new feeling.

*Anne and Ty will have their
baby soon!! Anne is due this
week!! So her parents are
already in town. In China you
still cannot know whether the
child is a boy or girl because
the restricted amount of
children policy lends towards
aborting girls. So we are
excited to know soon! Most of
us guessed girl at the
shower… and they have only
chosen a girl name… so most
people are pretty sure. (They
are pictured together below in
the middle. This picture is a
few weeks old, she is about
to burst these days)

